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Getting Around: Bilocation

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.
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‘There is more to a man
than that between his hat and his shoes’,
as one poet, basically put it.
You are in a body, but you are not that body.
You have a soul, but you are not that soul.
You are a spirit, this is the real you.
In your body, you can go many places,
but only one at a time,
and limited by the physical to move in the physical; basically.
In your soul, you can feel deeply, think profoundly,
will and decide to do the great and small, as GOD Leads.
Your mind can travel to the past live in the present
muse on the future, holding eternal truth true until manifestly so,
on earth as it is in heaven.
But you, as a spirit, walking with GOD;
can go where no one but covenant-Blood-Bought saints can go, hear what the
saints hear, learn what the saints learn, become what the saints become, transforming into The Same Image and Likeness of their LORD and Savoir, become
CHRIST-like, through HIS SPIRIT, for HIS Glory, in HIS Kingdom...Come and See…
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The Heart of The Matter
Here
CHRISTological position. So, he who
speaks, ideally, speaks
3:7. that is most opfrom a place with GOD
portune, most favorable,
of understanding and
most able to be received
insight of The Covenant
by another and change
of The Cross, that their
The Word for ‘’time’’
words that they speak
used here in Ecclesiaswill embody a revelates is The Term: et. In
tion and understanding
Hebrew it is spelled:
of The Covenant GOD
Ayin-Taw/v. It is a Word
made with man at The
Picture that basically
Cross of the MESSIAH,
means: To see and unand the words will emderstand the covenant
body that revelation
of The Cross.
with GOD. The Word
This is seen from a

‘There is a time to
speak: Ecclesiastes

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE has
not left you. Reach
for HIM, take hold of
HIM. Never let HIM
go. HE will be better
than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going to
be alright!.

brings illumination, and
move someone to a deeper
walk with GOD, a new understanding of GOD, to be
in a better place in your
walk with GOD. And a proper translational of Proverbs
25:11: “Apples of gold in
settings, statues, images of
silver, is a word having
been spoken upon his
wheels.” Wow, that is amazing, and different than most
translations, but that is
pure Hebrew with a literal
translation. Speak well now.

And There
‘There’, is an interesting concept, so common, it is rarely
pressed for a greater
answer, a greater revelation, a paradigm
shift; but it should be,
and here we will introduce a provoking
thought to help expand your thinking,
immensely. Where is

‘there’? Is it far away?
Is it somewhere that
you’re not? And Is it
not in your
‘immediate’ surroundings, thus, ‘there’, being ‘not here’? Is it
fixed? Or is it in relation to a variable, in
this case, you?! Does
‘there’ become ‘here’
when you are there?!

Does ‘here’ become
‘there’ when you are
‘there’, at your ‘new
here’, from that perspective?! This is not a
‘word game’, it is no
game at all. It is a perspective shift that you
must make to grow in
The Grace and The
Knowledge of our
LORD JESUS CHRIST.
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Did you know
At least on two specific
occasions, GOD moved
one of HIS saints from
one location on earth to
another through a
‘transformative translocation’, that should
have peaked your interest in ‘The deeper things
of GOD’. Philip, after
ministering to the Ethiopian, bodily, immediately, through time and

space, to another place,
where he then appeared,
physically, and went his
affairs. Appearing as a
very matter of fact statement of truth, yet of a supernatural character that
most saints have never
known nor have even
asked after GOD as to
why it is in The Bible, and
it’s relevance to us in our
walk. We’re asking.

Your Hebrew Lesson
One of The Two Hebrew
Words for Speaking that
we will address here is:
Davar. This is a most interesting Word in Hebrew; carrying The Intrinsic meaning: The
Door to/of THE SON, and
The Path to/of THE SON.
This is most fascinating!
For it directly implies
that every Word in THE

WORD of GOD is both a
Door to/of THE SON of
GOD and a Path to/of
THE SON. Fascinating!
Every Word of GOD
brings us to the SON, is
a Door of the SON, is a
path to THE SON, because It is a Path of THE
SON! This point cannot
be over-emphasized; and
it must be pondered

more deeply. Read each
Word from The Original
Language, with these
points in mind, ponder
them deeply, drink them
in fully, fill yourself up
with The WORD of GOD
and thus THE GOD of
THE WORD! You will get
closer to GOD, and better able to see HIM, love
HIM, and serve HIM.

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
People think you’re crazy-or
weird-or even just a bit
strange?!. May well be true;
but who wants to be ‘like the
world’? Not me. Who wants to
be ‘like the devil’? Not me.
Who wants to be ‘like those
who feed the flesh, and starve
their spirit’? Not me. So you
will look like ‘an alien and a
sojourner’ here, but that’s
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what GOD calls you.1 Peter
3:11. Your real ‘self-question’
is what your are doing; is it
“right or wrong”?! Does it
Honor GOD or not”?! Are men
able to see your good works
and glorify your FATHER WHO
is in heaven”?! Does what you
do in public and private; honor
GOD and demonstrate a life
and it’s actions as ‘true to HIS
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WORD”?! Ask yourself, and
ask THE HOLY SPIRIT, HER
(see tapes on THE HOLY SPIRIT –
available through our web site at:
catalog-for ordering ), for sensi-

tizing you ever finer and ever
more completely, to The Will
and Intent of THE GOD we
should serve; love, and live as
HE would , if HE were us. Now
that’s normal, very normal...
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For HIS Glory

Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"
John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.
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6.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE,
is the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

